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height will be equal to the length of the  wall,  and the
top   or   the  pinnacle  shall   have double the  height  of  the
wall (10—11).    The  walk  around the temple shall measure
quarter of the  height of the  pinnacle,   and   the   'entrance
chamber   or   the  Muka   Mandapa shall  be   comprised   of
the  same  measure  and  shall  be   in   the  front  (12).     The
eighth  part  of the Adytam shall he  set apart, for opening
exits   for  litters   etc.,   which  shall    be   three   in  m'mtyer,
and   are   to   be   placed   under  the   three   arches,   on   the
left side of the temple  (13).    Four lines  are  to  be  flung
upward from  the spring lines  for the  construction of the
vault.   The keystone is  to be ascertained, and   a  lion  is
to be built over the middle part of the vault, in the same line
with the keystone.   Tb * lion is not to be represented  in a
drooping  posture,   nor is he to be made very fierce looking.
Lay down two such strings or  lines at the sides.   On  the
top  of the vault construct a little platform or  top chamber
known as Badi, which shall  have  a  length   equal   to  twice
its breadth, and  put  upon   the  same the conical ornament
generally placed over the pinnacles, of temples and known as
Kalasha (14—18).    Put the two globes over the Kalasa, to-
gether with the auspicious branches and circles of metal 19).
The images of Chanda and  Prachanda  are  to  be  carved
into the door-frame, and they shall occupy the quarter part
thereof (20).    In the globe over the Kalasha, carve the image
of the goddesses Lakshmi as an extremely  beautiful maiden
sitting upon a lotus-flower, and the Dik-gajas (celestial ele-
phants who reside in the different quarters of the heavea)
pouring water over her, out of the pitchers raised with their
trunks (u). *The height of the walls surrounding the palace
be equal to the quarter  part of the latter, while the
or the principal  gate will be less than the'same in
in height by a pada.   A divine image measuring five cubits
shall have a pedestal  measuring a cubit only.   A mandap
or shed known as Garada mandap shall be raised in the

